Abstract In this article the history and the current state of research of the chemiionization processes in atom-Rydberg atom collisions is presented. The principal assumptions of the model of such processes based on the dipole resonance mechanism, as well as the problems of stochastic ionization in atom-Rydberg atom collisions, are exposed. The properties of the collision kinetics in atom beams of various types used in contemporary experimentations are briefly described. Results of the calculation of the chemi-ionization rate coefficients are given and discussed for the range of the principal quantum number values 5 B n B 25. The role of the chemi-ionization processes in astrophysical and laboratory low-temperature plasmas, and the contemporary methods of their investigation are described. Also the directions of further research of chemi-ionization processes are discussed in this article.
atomic spectroscopy which appeared in the literature near the end of the nineteenth century. After the name of their discoverer, the highly excited atomic states were dubbed ''Rydberg states'', and afterwards the atoms in such states themselves began to be called ''Rydberg atoms''. Strictly speaking, only truly highly excited states, insignificantly differing from the hydrogen states with the same principal and orbital quantum numbers (n, l), should be counted among the Rydberg states. However, in practice an atom A*(n, l) is being treated as a Rydberg atom if (n -n 0 ) C 4, where n 0 is the principal quantum number of the outer shell of the atom A in its ground state, and in the case of an atom He*(n)-for any n C 3. One should emphasize the fact that at present time even in the laboratory experiments Rydberg atoms with n close to 10 2 are being explored, whilst the astrophysicists observe the radiation of atoms from the states with n close to 10 3 . With a change of n the parameters characterizing Rydberg states may change by orders of magnitude. Thus with an increase of n of 10-10 2 the lifetime of a Rydberg atom increases 10 5 times, while at the same time the Rydberg electron's velocity on the corresponding Kepler orbit decreases 10 times etc.
For a long time Rydberg atoms were interesting for certain then actual spectroscopic problems, as well as for the fact that they represent objects which may be explored not only by strictly quantum-mechanical methods, but also quasiclassical, and even purely classical ones. At the present time the interest in processes involving Rydberg atoms is caused by their significance for the fundamental problems of modern atomic physics manifested through the emergence of some new directions of theoretical and experimental research. Here we keep in mind the quantum interferometry [1, 2] , laser cooling of atoms, in order to create the Bose-Einstein condensate [3] [4] [5] , and research of the so-called Rydberg-atom matter (RM), i.e., clusters of Rydberg atoms [6] [7] [8] , from different aspects. Among of them we will mention the investigation of sorption capacity of RM [9] and the creation of some of the forms of RM in the nonideal ultra cold plasmas (see, e.g., [10] ).
However, here we want to emphases an other significant reason for the Rydberg atoms studding, namely: their participation in numerous elastic and particularly non-elastic atomic collision processes which are significant for the weakly ionized gaseous, including here the low temperature plasmas. For such mediums the ionization processes in atom-Rydberg atom collision can be of particularly importance because of their direct influence to the considered gaseous medium ionization degree. The many papers are devoted to the mentioned ionization processes (see for an example review articles [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ).
Among the multitude of ionization processes in the symmetric A*(n, l) ? A and non-symmetric A*(n, l) ? B atom-Rydberg atom collisions (n, l-the principal and the orbital quantum numbers respectively, n ) 1) there is a prominent class of processes which are connected with the change of the electronic states of the considered systems during the collisions. As such processes are somewhat similar to chemical reactions, they have come to be known in the literature as ''chemiionization processes''. Apart of that the mentioned class contains the processes of the associative and Penning-type ionization in symmetric and non-symmetric atomRydberg atom collisions, namely:
where it is understood that the ionization potential of the atom B is lower than that of the atom A.
As one of the ionization channel in atom-Rydberg atom collisions can be treated also the following processes
in which the positively and negatively charged ions are created, under the condition of the existing of the corresponding stable negative atomic ion. In this article the history and the current state of research on just the processes of the types (1)- (6) is exposed.
Although some of the chemi-ionization processes in atom-Rydberg atom collisions had already been described in [17] , their intensive experimental research began somewhat later, when the development of laser technique made it possible to achieve precise transitions of atoms to the chosen Rydberg states [14, [18] [19] [20] [21] . Since from the experimental aspect operation was easiest when the atoms' ionization potentials were small, chemi-ionization processes were studied particularly thoroughly in the cases of alkali metal atoms (Li, Na, etc.). As it is well known, such processes remain a subject of experimental research even now [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Large atom ionization potentials were not an insurmountable obstacle however, and the processes with atoms of some rare gases (He, Ne, etc.) were also experimentally researched during several years (see for example [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] ).
The content of this article is distribute in eight sections. The first three of them are devoted to the describing of the dipole resonant mechanism of chemi-ionization processes, and the corresponding methods of the determination of such processes rate coefficients. In other five sections are shown the existing theoretical and experimental results concerning the chemi-ionization processes, their roll in the low temperature laboratory and astrophysical plasmas, as well as the methods of the investigation of such processes. Finally, at the end of this article the directions of further research are discussed.
Dipole Resonant Mechanism of Chemi-Ionization
Since the chemi-ionization processes are treated already for a long time on the bases of the so-called dipole resonant mechanism (DRM), we will describe shortly its history and the main features. This mechanism was introduced in [34] in order to explain the properties of the distribution of highly excited (Rydberg) atomic states in a non-equilibrium helium plasma with N e /N a & 10 -4 and T e ) T a , which were noticed in [35] . An obstacle emerged from the fact that a Boltzmann distribution of these populations with a temperature T e was expected, and the distribution found instead looked like a Boltzmann one, but with an effective temperature average between T e and T a . This suggested the idea that the influence of atom-Rydberg atom collisions on the populations of excited atoms in the considered case was quite comparable to the influence of electron-atom collisions.
The main problem with this fact was the impossibility of explaining it by the well-known Fermi's semi-classical mechanism of non-elastic atom-Rydberg atom collision processes described in [36] . This mechanism implied a dominant role of atom-atom collisions with q * r n , where q is the collision parameter, and r n is the mean radius of an atom in a Rydberg state with the principal quantum number n. However, in [36] not only collisions with q [ r n but also with q \ r n were taken into account, in which case a part of the collision trajectory lay inside the outer electron's orbit of the Rydberg atom. Such collisions were taken into account so that an additional factor of influence on the outer electron could be introduced, namely its interaction with the dipole moment induced in the projectile atom by the Rydberg atom core. The fact that the magnitude of the induced dipole moment increases with a decrease of the distance R between the Rydberg atom core and the projectile atom lead to the idea that the influence of the said electron-dipole interaction should be studied within the entire region q \ r n . As a result, a necessity arose to examine atom-Rydberg atom collisions also at q ( r n , where in one part of the trajectory (R ( r n ) the inner subsystem, that is, the Rydberg atom core plus the projectile atom, must be treated as a quasi-molecular complex. As for the electron component, such a treatment implies that it is to be described through a superposition of the corresponding molecular ion's wave functions, that is A 2 ? in the case of a symmetric A*(n) ? A collisional system, and AB ? in the case of a non-symmetric A*(n) ? B system. In both cases those states of the molecular ions are taken into account which are adiabatically correlated to the corresponding states of the considered ion-atom subsystem at R ? ?.
In [34] , where non-elastic processes in H*(n) ? H(1s) collisions (n ) 1) were considered, the ion-atom subsystem was described by means of the ground (1R g ? ) and the first excited (1R u ? ) electronic state of the molecular ion H 2 ? . These two states are denoted here respectively as |g; Ri and |u; Ri, and the potential curves corresponding to these states-as U g (R) and U u (R), respectively. It is considered that during the collision R = R(t), where t is time. Accordingly, the state of the ionatom subsystem H ? ? H may be represented as a superposition:
where it is taken that ja g ðtÞj ¼ ja u ðtÞj ¼ 1= ffiffi ffi 2 p : Such a way of describing does make sense, as the region R in which the values of the splitting-term U sp (R), defined by the relation U sp ðRÞ ¼ U u ðRÞ À U g ðRÞ; ð8Þ
significantly change, in the region R ( r n . This guarantees that the said region R, which can be treated as the reaction zone, lies deep inside the outer electron's orbit of the Rydberg atom H*(n). Therefore in this region the first two (principal) members of decomposition of the potential of the outer electron's interaction with the inner ion-atom subsystem are: Coulomb and the dipole one. This allows for the Rydberg states of the outer electron to be still determined in a Coulomb potential and to be characterized by a principal quantum number n and an orbital number l, and for the electron-dipole interaction to be treated as the cause of transition between those states, including the transitions with a change of the principal quantum number, that is, the so-called (n -n 0 )-mixing. In [34] , it was shown that this mechanism provides values of the cross-sections for (n -n 0 )-mixing in the region n * 10 greater by at least an order of magnitude than the ones obtained by means of Fermi's mechanism [36] . This is due to the fact that in Fermi's mechanism an induced dipole moment d = eÁl appears, with l ( a 0 , while in the above mechanism the dipole moment
is used, whereDðRÞ is the operator of dipole moment of the molecular ion H 2 ? . It can be shown that in the region R [ 0.5Áa 0 we can take that
where e is the modulus of the electron charge. In [34] it was determined that the considered process of (n -n 0 )-mixing has a resonant character. Namely, from Eqs. 7 and 9 the dipole moment D(t) may be represented in the form
where x(R) is the frequency of oscillations of H ? H ? subsystem's dipole moment. Consequently, the transitions n ? n 0 = n dominantly take place in narrow neighborhoods of the resonant points R n;n 0 , which are the roots of the equation
where x nn 0 are the frequencies corresponding to the outer electron's transitions between the states with energies e n and e n 0 . The facts: that the probability of the outer electron's transition n ? n 0 = n is determined by |D| 2 = D 2 , where D ) 1, and that the transitions themselves have a resonant character, account for the great differences in efficiencies between the Fermi's and the just described DRM.
The Chemi-Ionization Processes 51 Somewhat later, in [37] , using the same mechanism as in [34] , ionization processes in symmetric Na*(n, l) ? Na collisions were considered. These processes were caused by the outer electron's transitions from a bound state with energy e n \ 0 to one of free (continuum) states with energy e k = p 2 /2m, where p is the momentum, and m the electron mass. It was determined that the considered processes have a resonant character too, as the electron transitions e n ? e k were also dominantly bound to narrow neighborhoods of the corresponding resonant points R nk , determined as the roots of the equation
and that this mechanism in the case of the considered ionization processes is very efficient too, just as in the case of (n -n 0 )-mixing. In the same period the investigation of processes of (n -n 0 )-mixing in A*(n) ? A collisions was continued [38] , which lead to a modification of the method of description of these processes. Namely, in [34] , as well as subsequently in [37] , the states of the system A*(n) ? A in the reaction zone, were sought as superpositions of states |W(R(t))i|n, li, where |W(R(t))i is defined by (7) , and |n, li is one of the Rydberg states of the outer electron. However, the results obtained in [38] suggested that the states of the system A*(n) ? A be sought as superpositions of two groups of states: |g; Ri|n 0 , l 0 i and |u; Ri|n 00 , l 00 i, where the principal quantum numbers n 0 , l 0 , n 00 , l 00 take all their possible values independently from one another. Mutual orthogonality of the states from the first and the second group is automatically provided by orthogonality of the states |g; Ri and |u; Ri. Already in [39] these results were applied to the chemiionization processes in A*(n) ? A and A*(n) ? B collisions. In that paper the chemi-ionization processes were treated as a result of the electronic state of the collisional system decay under the influence of the above described electrondipole interaction of the outer electron and the inner ion-atom subsystem The papers [37, 39] practically opened two directions of description of chemiionization processes. Each of them implies a semi-classical treatment of the atomRydberg atom collisional system, the same electron-dipole interaction as the cause of the change of the outer electron's state, but with different ways of the electron's transition from bound states to the continuum state. A way of describing chemiionization processes, similar to that presented in [39] , is treated here as the ''decay approximation'' based on the dipole resonant mechanism. This approximation is considered in more detail in the next section. The other way, similar to that of [37] , is treated here as the ''stochastic (diffusional) approximation'' based on the same resonant mechanism, and is considered in ''Stochastic Ionization in Atom-Rydberg Atom Collision'' section.
Chemi-Ionization Processes in the Decay Approximation
The manner of application of the dipole resonant mechanism in the decay approximation according to [39] is characterized by several basic elements. As first it is assumed that the relative motion of the nuclei in A*(n) ? A or A*(n) ? B collisions is described by a classical trajectory characterized by the collision parameter q and the initial (collisional) energy E, under condition that
where r n is the mean radius of the atom A*(n), as it is illustrated by Fig. 1 , and that the trajectories are considered which, for given n, q and E, pass through the chemiionization zone, that is, the region
where R is the internuclear distance, and the boundary value R i;n is determined by the ionization energy I n of the atom A*(n) and the corresponding parameters of the ion-atom subsystem (A ? ? A or A ? ? B). Within this approximation the ion-atom subsystem is described by means of the electronic states of the corresponding molecular ions, A 2 ? or AB ?, denoted here as |1, Ri and |2, Ri, supposing that I B \ I A , where I A and I B are the ionization potentials of the atoms A and B, and that
where U 1 (R) and U 2 (R) are the potential curves corresponding to the respective states |1, Ri and |2, Ri. Here |1, Ri is the ground electronic state of the molecular ion, or, in the general case, one from a group of states asymptotically correlated to In the decay approximation the chemi-ionization processes are treated as a result of the transition j2; Rijn; li ! j1; Rijk; l 0 i; ð16Þ of the complete system from an initial state |2, Ri|n, li to a final state |1, Ri|k, l 0 i, which is caused by DRM. This event can be treated as a simultaneous transitions of the outer electron and of the ion-atom subsystem, namely: |n, li ? |k, l 0 i and |2, Ri ? |1, Ri respectively, which is also illustrated in Fig. 2 .
It is assumed that transitions (16) predominantly take place within narrow neighborhoods of the resonant points R nk which are the roots of the equation
where e k ¼ " hk ð Þ 2 =2m and e n ¼ ÀI H =n 2 are the energies of the outer electron in the initial (bound) and the final (free) state, and the splitting term U 12 (R) is defined by (15) . During the collision the chemi-ionization process is described by the ionization rate W i;n (R), which implies that, for a given R the outer electron passes to the free state with energy e k R ð Þ ¼ U 12 R ð Þ þ e n . In accordance with [39] the quantity W i;n (R) can be presented in the form
whereDðRÞ is the operator of the dipole momentum of the considered ion-atom subsystem, and G nk is the corresponding (bound-free) Gaunt factor (see [40] ). It is understood that the chemi-ionization process takes place within the interval (-t 0 , t 0 ), where -t 0 is the moment of the collision system's entrance into the reaction zone defined by the relation (14) , where R i;n is a root of the equation U 12 (R) = |e(R)|, t 0 the moment of leaving the zone, and t = 0 is taken to be the moment when the collision system reaches the minimal internuclear distance R min : R min (q, E). In accordance with [39] the probability P i;n (t; q, E) of the chemi-ionization process in an A*(n) ? A or A*(n) ? B collision with given q and E is expressed by P i;n (t; q, E) = p 0 (2)Áp i;n (t; q, E), where t is the time, p 0 (2) the probability of the collision system's entering the reaction zone just in the initial state |2, Ri|n, li, i.e., p 0 (2) = 1/2 in the symmetric p 0 (2) = 1 in non-symmetric case, and p i;n (t; q, E) the probability of this state's decay, which must satisfy the equation dp i;n ðt; q; EÞ dt ¼ 1 À p i;n ðt; q; EÞ Â Ã Á W i;n ðRðtÞÞ; Àt 0 t t 0 ; ð19Þ with an initial condition
One can see that the solution of this equation can be presented in the form p i;n ðt; q; EÞ ¼ 1 À expðI i;n ðt; t 0 ÞÞ; I i;n ðt; t 0 Þ ¼
From here it follows that the probability of chemi-ionization for given q and E, e.g., P i;n (q, E) = p in Áp i;n (t = t 0 ; q, E) is defined by relations P i;n ðq; EÞ ¼ p in ½1 À expð2I i;n ðt 0 ÞÞ; I i;n ðt 0 Þ ¼
Than, taking that dt = dR/v rad (R; q, E), where v rad (R; q, E) is the internuclear radial velocity, we can presented P i;n (q, E) in the form
where W i;n (R) is given by Eq. 18. After that, the cross-section r ci;n (E) for the considered chemi-ionization process and the corresponding rate coefficient K ci;n (T) can be presented by means the usual expressions r ci;n ðEÞ ¼ Z q max ðE;nÞ 0 P i;n ðq; EÞ Á 2pqdq; ð24Þ
where P i;n (q, E) is given by Eqs. 18 and 23, the parameters q max (E, n) and E min (n) are determined by the behavior of the potential curve U 2 (R) and the splitting term, and f(E, T) is the corresponding distribution function over E at a given temperature T, which depends on the considered conditions (a single beam, crossed beams, a cell). From the expression presented it follows that sense of r ci;n (E) and K ci;n (T) is determined by the one of the Gaunt factor G nk in Eq. 18. Namely, in the case when G nk is obtained by the averaging of the partial Gaunt factors G nk (l) over all possible l, from l = 0 to l = n -1, r ci;n (E) and K ci;n (T) have the sense of the mean characteristics for the whole shell with given n. In other case, when G nk = G nk (l) the quantities r ci;n (E) and K ci;n (T) are the cross-section and rate coefficient for the chemi-ionization processes with given n and l. Also it is necessary to remember that in the principle the energies of the electron Rydberg states e n = 1/[n -Dn(n, l)], where Dn(n, l) [ 0 sometimes cannot be neglected.
Let us note that by now only one article [41] was devoted to completely quantum-mechanical describing the chemi-ionization processes in atom-Rydberg atom collisions. In that article such processes in Cs*(n) ? Cs collisions were considered in the quasi-classical approximation at T & 1,000 K, on the basis of DRM. The results obtained in [41] are in a good agreement with all the corresponding results obtained in the above described semi-classical approximation (see for example [42] ). Unfortunately, the additional approximation used in [41] makes impossible applying the quasi-classical method developed in that article to the very important region of extremely low temperatures.
Stochastic Ionization in Atom-Rydberg Atom Collision
The results of research in the field of non-linear mechanics show that dynamicchaos regime should be considered a typical, rather than an exceptional, situation in the dynamics of Hamiltonian systems even with few degrees of freedom. In the quasi-classical variety of the theory of collisions the chaotic regime may come as a consequence of local instability of the optical electrons' trajectories with respect to small perturbations [43] . In the general case there are always regions of the phase space and the interacting particles' parameters for which the dynamics of a Hamiltonian system is stochastic, the transition from the integrable problems of classical dynamics to the systems with chaos is accompanied by appearance of embryo-regions of chaos. With one-dimensional problem and time-dependent influence of the external perturbation development of dynamic chaos is possible [43] .
The theory cited above did not take into account the possibility of multiplicity of quasi-intersections of the initial term of Rydberg molecular complex (A* ? A) with the adjacent term prior to its reaching the border of the continual spectrum. At the same time the DRM theory [34] initially considered non-elastic processes of intermixing Rydberg states. However, the attempt to take that possibility into account by the known means, traditional within the physics of atom-atom collisions, do not lead to a foreseeable result due to the multiplicity of such quasiintersections. The distance between the terms of energy of a Rydberg atom is (de * n -3 ), while the bond energy is e 0 * (2n 2 ) -1 . Thus, de/e 0 * n -1 ( 1. In the paper [44] this lead to the idea of a diffusional approach to the problem of atomRydberg atom collisions. By this we mean diffusion of Rydberg electron (RE) over the excited quasi-molecule's energy terms during a single collision. In the experiment on exposing a gas target to laser radiation [45] the mechanism of RE diffusion in the electromagnetic field was proposed as a way of explaining an anomalously large photo-ionization cross-section and a critical value of field energy was obtained at which the REs motion attains stochastic character, see also [46] . Subsequent papers [23, 47] lead to the conclusion that REs stochastic diffusion has resonant character and happens under the influence of internal non-linear dynamical resonances, taking place when overtones of the frequency of the REs motion along a Kepler orbit coincide with the frequency of an electronic transition in the excited atom. As a result, the REs motion over the energy spectrum turns into a random walk over the net of intersecting terms. This leads to a temporal evolution of population distribution f(n, t) of Rydberg atoms.
We shall point out the main propositions of the stochastic-diffusion model:
I. Characteristic times of stochastization.
1. Collisional dynamics of the system of colliding atoms determines the dependency of the internuclear distance R(t)in the Rydberg complex. 2. Factorization of the Fokker-Planck equation (with respect to R and n) means introduction of the ''effective time'' t eff . 3. The overall effective time of the collision s with a fixed impact parameter q equals the time within which R(t) changes from R = ? to the turning point R min . 4. The notion of mean effective time of diffusion ht eff i, within which the RE diffuses from the initial level with n 0 to the ionization limit.
II. The region of existence of dynamic chaos.
1. For stochastic instability of the REs motion to develop, the perturbation must exceed certain critical value which can be estimated through the socalled resonance-overlap criterion. The range of values of n eff within which
The Chemi-Ionization Processes 57 stochastic diffusion of RE is possible is determined by the criterion from [48] . 2. At the lower boundary of the stochastization range of n eff C N min (R) diffusion is limited due to the increase of energy gap between the adjacent terms of excited atomic states. 3. The corresponding upper boundary N max (R) C n eff is connected to the appearance of effective photo-ionization channel of the Rydberg quasimolecule. 4. The effective time of diffusion ht eff i must be smaller than the time of the collision itself s.
Thus, stochastic diffusion of a RE during a single collision should manifest primarily within the region of slow collisions.
Stochastic Diffusion Under Conditions of Förster Resonance
Large values of dipole moments for transitions between Rydberg states of an excited atom, cased by their high polarizability a * n 7 lead to appearance of nonlinear effects in weak electric fields. One of them is the effect of double Stark resonance (Förster resonance) [49] . This corresponds to the case when an l-series level lies between two levels of l -1 series (for an example some P-state between two S-states), much like the scheme of levels of a three-dimensional quantum oscillator. According to Bohr's second correspondence rule, in such a system it is mostly transitions to adjacent levels that are allowed. By changing the magnitude of displacement of an intermediate nS level by means of electric field, it is possible to pass from the case of two-photon transition between (n -1)P -nP states of the Rydberg atom to its (n -1)P -nS -nP step variety. This leads to an increase of probability of (n -1)P -nP transition and, as a result, to a decrease of the lifetime of the nP state, which leads to a decrease of diffusional flux through the nP level and prolongation of the stochastic ionization time. In Fig. 3a and b , the results of calculation are presented of time-dependency of REs energy in stochastic-diffusion regime and blockage of optical transitions-the case of Förster resonance [50] .
Features of Atom Collision Kinetics Under Conditions of Atomic Beams
In the paper [51] attention was drawn to the prospect of using atomic beams for investigation of non-elastic processes within the volume of the beam itself. This was realized for the case of chemi-ionization process at binary collisions of resonanceexcited sodium atoms [52] . Afterwards analogous work involving usage of single and crossed atomic beams was done in a line of laboratories, see, e.g., [21, 53] . On those occasions it turned out that the difference between the results of beam experiment [21] and the data obtained under conditions of gas cell and of perpendicular crossed beams significantly exceeded possible errors. In [54] this situation was named ''the sodium paradox''. As far as we know, the first explanation of the cause of discrepancy among the published results was given in [55] , where attention was drawn to the significant difference between the respective distribution functions of relative velocity of atoms in the two cases. We shall examine briefly the distribution functions of particles over the velocities of their relative motion v cl in the beams of different types, which will come in useful later on at the analysis of experimental data from various laboratories.
Under conditions of a gas cell (low-temperature plasma) the case is realized of isotropic distribution of the colliding neutral particles over their relative speed. In contemporary facilities divergence of a single effusion beam does not exceed several degrees, so further on we shall consider collimated beams as the first approximation. At optical excitation under conditions of beam experiments the shape of the distribution function of excited atoms over the velocity of their relative motion depends on the angle of the beams' intersection. The graph of the function f(v) is presented in Fig. 4 . A single atomic beam of effusional type may be considered a special case of two beams intersecting at an angle h = 0°(the approximation of catching-up beams). In this situation for endothermic processes cases of anomalously small rate coefficients may be realized [55] .
The calculation gives a decrease of the mean collision velocity of the particles in the beam at h & 10°of 2.7 times with respect to the gas cell, which decreases the mean collision energy approximately for an order of magnitude. Such collisions were dubbed sub-thermal in the literature hE cl i * 10 -3 eV, and may be considered as an intermediate case between thermal hE cl i ( (0.1 -1) eV and cold collisions at hE cl i ( 10 -3 eV in the experiments on laser cooling of particles. At comparable temperature of the beam sources the following relations between the relative velocities of particles are known: where hÁÁÁi denotes the result of the averaging under the corresponding conditions. Here we have the following cases: in a gas cell, hÁÁÁi cell ; in a single beam, hÁÁÁi sb ; in beams intersecting at an angle of 90°, hÁÁÁi cb , and 180°, hÁÁÁi cb1 ; in a gasodynamical beam [56] , with a mass velocity v m ) v 0 À hÁ Á Ái gb ; v 0 ¼ ð2kT=lÞ 1=2 , and l is the reduced mass of the particles. In the case of gasodynamical beam it is supposed that the motion of the atoms is single-directed, i.e., that there are no components of the speed perpendicular to the direction of the beam's motion. The first publications concerning this belong to the year 1984 [55] , see also [27] .
These relations may be used at the comparative analysis of the experimental data in order to estimate the parameters of associative ionization involving excited atoms, such as the smallest inter-atomic distance at which an auto-ionization decay of the initial state of the excited quasi-molecule is possible, R n , auto-ionization width of the decay covalent term at R \ R n and the energy threshold of the reaction [56] .
Atom-Rydberg Atom Collisions: The Theoretical and the Experiment Data

Symmetric Collisions
We shall present examples of data on chemi-ionization within the range 5 B n eff B 25, obtained under conditions of gas cell and of atomic crossed beams. The theoretical results for Na are presented in Fig. 5 . In the dependency K ci;n eff ðn eff Þ , where T is the effective temperature in the reaction zone and l is the reduced mass of the particles [56] a wide maximum is conspicuous at values n eff * 10, T & 10 3 K, and the maximal K ci;n eff ðn eff Þ % 10 À9 cm 3 s -1 characteristic of endothermic reactions. The branch coefficient X (a,b) (n eff ) at values n eff & 5, reaching about 25% at the region of the maximum, increases to 75% for n eff = 5, which is significantly greater than the data for binary collisions of metastable atoms of inert gases known from the literature. In Fig. 6 from [57] the results are given for n eff 2 S, n eff 2 P, n eff 2 D of sodium atoms with orbital quantum number values of 0, 1 and 2 respectively. It can be seen that the difference between the theoretical data, obtained in the approximation of stochastic dynamics (single-trajectory model) and the data from beam experiments exceeds the error margin of the experiment. The results on Na, calculated in [40] are in accordance with the experiment [58] , within the limits of its error for n 2 S states of the Rydberg atom.
In the stochastic approximation of the theory it may be connected with the right way of inclusion of the correlation between the electronic and the nuclear component of the Rydberg cluster's energy. Another possibility for correction concerns the fact that in the crossed-beam experiment the registered ion signal represents the sum of the signal coming from the collisions of particles from the two beams, and the signal induced by the collisions of particles within each beam. This circumstance was pointed out in [59] (see Fig. 7 ). As it was noted above, the stochastic approximation of the theory is not applicable to the excited states adjoining the block of Rydberg atoms from below. In that case individual features of the excited clusters' potential curves should be taken into account, as well as the possibility of their quasi-intersection, which opens additional channels of ionization.
Lately, the chemi-ionization processes of the types (1) and (2) where A is the ground-state atom of the one of the rare gases become a subject of theoretical and Fig. 5 The rate coefficients for associative ionization in Na*(n 2 P) ? Na collisions; orthogonal crossed beams-experiment, cell-theory; T = 600 K [70] The Chemi-Ionization Processes 61 experimental investigation again [60] . Firstly, the associative ionization processes (1) with A = Ne are being taken into account here. In the case of the chemiionization processes Ne*(n) ? Ne the electrons of the outer shell of the ground-state Rate coefficients for associative ionization in Na*(n) ? Na collisions determined in orthogonal crossed beam after the separation of the contribution of ''catching-up'' collisions from the ion signal. Continuous line-theory [59] atom are in p-states, and consequently, the ion-atom subsystem Ne ? ? Ne can enter the reaction zone not only in one of two R-states, but also in one of four P-states. Therefore the total associative ionization rate coefficients K ci;n (T) for the processes (1) with A = Ne have to be taken in the form
where K R;n ðTÞ and K P;n ðTÞ are given, in the first approximation, by Eqs. 18 and 21-25. Certainly, it is understood that in these expressions D 12 (R) and U 12 (R) are determined in the case of molecular ion Ne 2 ? in accordance with [61] . However, here the fact is taken into account that apart from the direct ionization channel (where the above described decay approximation is sufficient), an other, indirect ionization channel also exists. We mean the channel where |1; Ri|ni is considered as the initial state of the whole system and where the transition |1; Ri|ni ? |2; Ri|n -1i, caused by the same DRM can be realized as the first step. After that the ionization in the indirect channel can be described as in the direct one with the same value of the angular momentum, but with the new principle quantum number and collision energy, i.e., n -1 and E ? (e n -e n-1 ), where e n,n-1 denotes the corresponding energy of RE. Therefore K R;n ðTÞ and K P;n ðTÞ are given here by the relations K R;n ðTÞ ¼ K where K R;n (dir) (T), K R;n (indir) (T), K P;n (dir) (T) and K P;n (indir) (T) are the corresponding rate coefficients for direct and indirect channels. The results of the calculations of the total rate coefficients K ci;n (T = 300 K) for s-and d-series of neon Rydberg states and partial (indirect) rate coefficients K ðindirÞ ci;n ¼ ð1=3ÞK ðindirÞ R;n þ ð2=3ÞK ðindirÞ P;n ;, for the same T = 300 K are given in Fig. 8 . One can see that under the considered conditions the contributions of the indirect channels are relatively small. In order to compare our results with the existing experimental data, we determined here the values of the mean thermal cross-sections for the associative ionization processes in Ne*(n) ? Ne collisions in the crossed-beams, for s-and d-series of neon Rydberg states in the region 5 B n eff B 20. These results are shown in Fig. 9 together with the corresponding experimental results from [33] .
It can be seen that the associative ionization cross-section for the primary excitation of the d-state at the maximum is more than two times greater than for the s-state. Moreover, the theoretical results agree with the experiment only for the s-states with n eff [ 10. So, the theory (and the experiment) need further development.
Non-Symmetric Collisions
The results of the first experiments on chemi-ionization (see, e.g., [20] ) implied that non-symmetric collisions involving Rydberg atom may be characterized by considerable values of rate coefficients k [ 10 -10 cm 3 s -1 for the thermal range of energy. So, in [25] , where the process Rb*(nl) ? K ? KRb ? ? e was
The Chemi-Ionization Processes 63 investigated experimentally, the measured values of the rate coefficients of the process of forming hetero-nuclear clusters was comparable by its order of magnitude with typical values of coefficients for the homoatomic process. In Fig. 10 [62] the summary rate coefficients and branch coefficients are presented for the chemi-ionization reaction in a non-symmetric process of Li*(nl) ? Na Fig. 8 The total rate coefficients for the chemi-ionization in Ne*(n eff , l) ? Ne collisions Fig. 9 Cross-sections for associative ionization in symmetric collisions of Rydberg atoms Ne*(n eff , l) in s-and d-states with normal atoms: experiment- [33] , theory collisions 4 B n B 20. Unlike the symmetric case, in the non-symmetric one X (a) (n) changes non-monotonically with a maximum displaced to the region of small values of n. The coefficients of non-symmetric processes calculated in [62] agree with their experimental values within the error of the experiment [27] .
Binary Rydberg Atom-Rydberg Atom Collisions
In this case the existence of Rydberg atom ? Rydberg atom-complex opens additional channels of ionization, with creation of excited states of positive and negative ions (see Fig. 11 ).
The ionization processes at collisions of two Rydberg atoms have remained a scarcely explored area of the physics of atoms. There are papers in which crosssections of the chemi-ionization process are calculated using the method of classical trajectories and the adiabatic approximation, with separation within the classical mechanics of associative and Penning ionization channels, see, e.g., [63] . In that paper the parameterized cross-section of molecular-ion formation within the temperature range of 10-10 3 K may be written as
In [64] the rate coefficient of ionization in the system of two rubidium Rydberg atoms with n = 11 was calculated within the Katsuura-Smirnov model representation. The obtained values of the associative ionization rate coefficient K ai coincided with the experimentally measured ones K ai ¼ ð1:5 AE 04Þ Â 10 À8 cm 3 s À1 ; T ¼ 60 K: up to a factor 2.
There are in the literature also data on the chemi-ionization processes of Rydberg atoms through the channel of atomic-ions creation at the binary collisions of hydrogen (n, T) in orthogonal crossed beams experiment [62] The Chemi-Ionization Processes 65 atoms, alkali atoms, strontium ion, obtained within the model of dipole-dipole interaction mechanism, which works well at great internuclear distances in the subthermal energy range. In such a model (Katsuura-Smirnov) the dependency of the cross-section on the values of n is caused by the corresponding dependency of the Rydberg atom photo-ionization cross-section [65] . In the theoretical paper [66] also within the dipole-dipole mechanism for the process A*(nl) ? A*(nl) ? (A*(n 1 l 1 ) ? A ? ) ? e a correction was taken into account due to the interaction of the initial excited states of the considered system with its nearest ones.
The oscillating character of the ionization cross-section depending on the principal quantum number was obtained, caused by the oscillations of the frequency of atom-internal transitions upon n (see Fig. 12 ), as well as the increase of the crosssection with a decrease of temperature. The papers [64] [65] [66] may be treated as a useful step towards a full-featured theory of collisions of two Rydberg atoms.
Channels of Negative-Ion Formation in the Experiments on Chemi-Ionization
In the atmosphere of Jupiter's satellite Io the densities of Na and Cl atoms are of the same order of magnitude, so that at the cross-section values of r = 10 -15 9 10 -14 cm 2 the reactions of chemi-ionization may go on there yielding a couple of positive and a negative ion Na ? Cl 2 ? Na ? ? Cl -. In the general case such processes are characterized by plurality of channels
Using in (30) instead of A a highly excited atom A*(n) allows to explore the processes of negative-ion formation within the thermal and subthermal range of collision velocities, when the lack of kinetic energy is being compensated in the energy balance by the potential energy of the excitation. For halogen-containing molecules with high values of the rate coefficient K & 10 -7 cm 3 s -1 the output of negative ions upon their collision with a Rydberg atom is determined by the effectiveness of the process of attachment of the RE to the halogen-containing molecules. In the momentum approximation the cross-section for a collision of a Rydberg atom with the target molecule is determined by the cross-section of the scattering of a RE with an energy of the order of magnitude of 10 -3 eV on an electro-negative molecule. For the reaction A*(n) ? SF 6 ? A ? ? SF 6 -, the crosssection r * v col -1 , and consequently the rate coefficient K = hvÁri do not depend on n. As the Rydberg states of atoms are on the whole similar among themselves, so the lack of dependency of the rate coefficients on large n is a characteristic feature of Rydberg atoms. In Fig. 13 the adapted data from [67, 68] are given about the dependency on n of the rate coefficient for the reaction RA ? SF 6 ? A ? ? SF 6 -within the range of the principal quantum number values 12 B n B 40 for the n 2 P states of a sodium atom [67] and n 2 D in the case of potassium [68] . Within the limits of the experimental error ± 5% both dependencies practically coincide.
From the relative disposition of the Coulomb term of the couple X ? ? Y -and the repulsive term of the quasi-molecule X Ã 2 it follows that, if the inequality 1/(2n 2 ) \ E a is satisfied, where E a is the energy of the electron affinity of the atom and 1/(2n 2 ) the energy of the bond of the RE in the atom, then formation of an ion couple A ? ? A -is possible only by introduction of a third term, quasi-intersecting both initial terms. Such processes have been experimentally witnessed. In the opposite case 1/(2n 2 ) [ E a a calculation within the framework of Landau-Zener The Chemi-Ionization Processes 67 theory yields a good agreement with the experiment [69] . Let us note that the opposite process of recombination Na ? ? H -? Na* ? H with a recombination coefficient a = 2 Á 10 -7 cm 3 s -1 leads to formation of a Na atom in an excited 4 2 S state, that is, the upper state of electromagnetic emission at the transition 4 2 S-3 2 P. Other recombinative channels turn out to be less effective. Fig. 14 Theoretical total rate coefficients for the chemi-ionization processes He*(n) ? He collisions [72] Geocosmic Aspects of Chemi-Ionization
Elementary processes in geocosmic plasma involving heavy particles traditionally attract researchers' attention, see, e.g., [70] [71] [72] . Rydberg atoms and molecules are of interest for astrophysicists exploring the processes in the atmospheres of stars of late spectral classes, interstellar clouds of ionized hydrogen, where Rydberg atoms form as a result of electron-proton recombination, and other types of astrophysical plasma. Recent research [73] allow for a discussion of the influence of Rydberg molecules of atmospheric gases on the Earth's biosphere. From the research of the Solar photospheric spectra, the absorption spectra of planetary atmospheres and the chemical composition of dust it follows that alkali metals Na, K participate in considerable amounts in the composition of cosmic objects. The composition of our Universe at its early stages of development included positive and negative atomic ions of hydrogen, deuterium, helium, lithium. The contents of this overview deals mostly with these kinds of particles. Recent spectroscopic research of the atmospheres of cooling stars such as white dwarfs pointed out an anomaly in light emission of Rydberg atom with n = 10 and tabular lifetime s * 10 -6 s. The lines of the corresponding infra-red transitions have not been observed [71] . Let us note that it is just these states that correspond to the maximal values of chemi-ionization rate coefficients. Accordingly to the observational data, we have that under such conditions N 0 C 10 17 cm -3 and N (*) C 10 13 cm -3 , where N 0 and N ðÃÞ are the densities of the ground state and Rydberg atoms. It is not difficult to estimate that at K ci:n & 10 -9 cm 3 s -1 the probability of a Rydberg atom ''being extinguished'' through the chemi-ionization channel is comparable to the probability of its radiative decay. The other probability, which cannot be discarded, is the manifestation of the effect of blockage of transitions akin to Förster resonance.
The interest in the model of dipole resonance mechanism in application to chemiionization over the last decade received a new momentum in the astrophysical problems. Namely, in [74] it was shown that the chemi-ionization processes (1) and (2) with A = H(1s) in the weakly ionized hydrogen plasmas (the ionization degree less than 0.001, T & 5,000 K) dominate over other relevant ionization processes for 4 B n B 8 or, at least, comparable with them. Then, in [75] the similar fact was established in connection with the processes (1) and (2) with A = He(1s 2 ) in the weakly ionized helium plasmas (the ionization degree less than 0.001, T & 10,000 K). However, the just the mentioned conditions characterize such important astrophysical object as the photospheres of the Sun and some cooler stars (for example M red dwarfs), as well as the photospheres of some DB white dwarfs [76] [77] [78] . Keeping in mind this fact in [72] the influence of chemi-ionization processes (1) and (2) with A = He(1s 2 ) in the reference to the other ionization processes was examined in the photospheres of the DB white dwarfs with 12,000 K B T eff B 20,000 K. The behavior of K ci;n (T) for the chemi-ionization processes (1) and (2) with A = He(1s 2 ) is illustrated in Fig. 14 . On the basis of the data from [77] it was established that in the parts of the considered photosphere (where 8,000 B T B 12,000 K) these chemi-ionization processes dominate over the concurrence electron-Rydberg atom impact ionization processes. Some later, in [79] , the influence of chemi-ionization processes (1) and (2) with A = H(1s) in the reference to the other concurrent ionization processes was examined in the solar photosphere. For that purpose the data from [76] were used. Together with the chemi-ionization processes with n C 4, the similar processes with n = 2, n = 3 were taken into account. In this case it was also established that in the significant part of Sun photosphere the considered chemi-ionization processes dominate over the electron-Rydberg atom impact ionization processes. The values of the rate coefficients of the considered chemi-ionization processes for 2 B n B 8 and 4,000 K B T B 10,000 K are given in the mentioned paper.
Apart of that, in [80, 81] , by means of corresponding PHOENIX code [78] , it was directly examined the influence of the chemi-ionization processes (1) and (2) with A = H(1s) to the exited hydrogen atom populations, the electron density and the shape of the hydrogen spectral lines in the photosphere of M red dwarf with T eff = 3,800 K. It was established that considered processes with n B 8 strongly influence to the mentioned population (for any n [ 2 the populations changes up to ±50%), as well as to the electron density greater than the factor 2. As the consequence of these facts, it was established the significant change of the shape of the hydrogen atomic spectral lines (on the examples of H a , H d , H e and Pa e ). In it Fig. 15 The influence of the chemi-ionization processes to the shape of hydrogen atomic spectral lines H d , H e : full line with these processes, thin line without of them [71] was illustrated here by Fig. 15 . These results suggest the necessity to study the chemi-ionization processes in stellar atmospheres from the spectroscopic aspect.
Influence of Non-Elastic Atom-Rydberg Atom Collisions on the Kinetics of Low-Temperature Laboratory Plasma
As it was shown above, large values of the rate coefficient k are characteristic of chemi-ionization processes involving Rydberg atoms in the general case. It seems natural idea to include them into the system of kinetic equations describing the state of low-temperature plasma. Lately, due to the appearance of the necessary theoretical means, for instance the apparatus of the theory of modified diffusion approximation (MDA), quantitative calculations of that kind became possible.
A nice example for this in the astrophysical applications of low-temperature plasma physics are the programs allowing modeling of stellar atmospheres of different classes at a good level and taking into account the inventory of physicochemical reactions. For instance, the software packages Phoenix and Atlas.
The role of chemi-ionization processes in plasma kinetics is determined in the first place by the parameters of the plasma's electronic component. Thus, in a plasma with ionization non-equilibrium at an electron density N e ( 10 13 cm -3 and a fast increase of field strength the contribution of heavy particles' collisions to the ionization does not exceed 20% (inert gases). Under those conditions the plasma medium is optically translucent, the radiation leaves the plasma volume without absorption, and collisional-radiative model of plasma can omit chemi-ionization processes. At the stage of the active phase of a developed discharge (plasma of a low-voltage arc of a thermo-emissional energy converter) besides direct and cascade ionization of atoms by an electron impact, chemi-ionization processes are being taken into account N e ¼ 10 13 À10 16 cm À3 ; T e ! 04 eV. It is supposed that an active role in them is played by the excited atoms belonging to the block of states which are away from the ionization continuum by the magnitude of the dissociation energy of the molecular ion. Those levels practically coincide with the lower limit of an excited atom's Rydberg states. The contribution of associative ionization processes is especially significant when a fast relaxation is possible of the ro-vibration levels of the molecular ion being formed. In the contrary case the associative ionization and its reverse process of dissociative recombination may go through the same channel (in the opposite directions) and their influence on the kinetics of ionization in the plasma diminishes.
The processes of chemi-ionization influence the form of the distribution function of the plasma electrons over energy, increase the role of cascade ionization processes, lead to forming of an anomalously large parietal layer. All this falls under the general name of the ''opto-galvanic'' (opto-electircal) effect, leading to a change in the external parameters of a discharge due to a change in ionizational, electric and vibrational properties of the plasma. The case of light-induced current in the rarified gas should be mentioned separately, when due to Doppler effect the excited particles being formed have a directed velocity.
The Chemi-Ionization Processes 71 Here and above the effects caused by the interaction of laser radiation with a gaseous medium were not discussed, such as spin orientation, arrangement, polarization effects, etc. In the low-temperature non-equilibrium plasma these effects scarcely affect the plasma parameters. At the same time, their physical interpretation does not in contradict the principal results obtained by means the model of the dipole resonance mechanism.
In the afterglow plasma the chemi-ionization processes become the main ionization channel, which involve metastable atoms and molecules, as well as atoms in their resonant states under conditions of capturing the resonance radiation.
Photoplasma
A new physical phenomenon of ''photoplasma'', or ''photo-resonant plasma'' entered the register of the contemporary plasma physics after the experiment [82] , in which quasi-stationary plasma was obtained with N e = 10 12 cm -3 , when exposing cesium vapor to the light from gas-discharge plasma in cesium vapor. Further research on alkali-metal vapor with a density of normal atoms of 10 15 B N 0 B 10 17 cm -3 , exposed to the light of the resonant lines with radiation power density of 10 5 B I B 10 6 W cm -2 , has shown that one of the channels of formation of slow primary electrons is the process of associative ionization A* ? A* ? A Ã 2 ? e. In Fig. 16 the scheme is presented of development of such photoplasma after the initial act of absorption of light on a resonant transition in the atom [83] . The lower block of processes corresponds to heating of the primary slow electrons through super-elastic collisions of the second kind with excited atoms and the subsequent processes of excitation and ionization with fast electrons.
Conclusions
The existing experimental basis of research on chemi-ionization involving Rydberg atoms allows us to compare the results of experiment and theory at the quantitative level within the range of values 5 B n eff B 25. This primarily applies to the case of hydrogen-like alkali atoms, hydrogen itself, and some of rare-gas atoms (He, Ne). In the calculation of the chemi-ionization processes rate coefficients the dipole resonant mechanism is widely used. It is established that such a mechanism in general describes the chemi-ionization processes correctly, if the properties of the collision kinetics in various kinds of experiments are taken into account adequately.
The effect of temporal evolution of Rydberg electron in the energy space in a single atom-atom collision leads to multiplication of the number of possible chemiionization channels and may be, in principle, used in the schemes of ''governing'' the elementary processes of atom-atom collisions.
The further development of research in this direction must be connected with improving the precision of description of ionization effective cross-section's dependency on the value of the orbital quantum number l of the excited atom and the further investigations of the non-symmetric processes (theory and experiment). An extension is particularly important of the investigation of the chemi-ionization processes in different stellar atmospheres as the factors which influence their spectral characteristics. The same refers to the role of the chemi-ionization processes in atmospheres of some planets (Io, for example).
Also, one of the very important directions for further investigations of the chemiionization processes is development of completely quantum-mechanical methods of their description which could be applied in the cases of extremely low temperatures.
